
 

 
 

Curling is a sport where tradition, etiquette, and good sportsmanship are abundant. 
These, Rules of Etiquette, are stated for NEW Curlers to learn. It is recognized that 
experienced curlers, while having practiced these courtesies and good sportsmanship 

principles for many years, can always use a reminder.  
 

Be on time! Get to the club in time to change and warm up before the game. When 
you're late you're holding up seven other players.  Get a sub. There may be occasion 
when you're not able to curl as scheduled. It's your responsibility to get a substitute. 

Inform your skip of the curler sub.  

Start with a handshake. At the beginning of the game, greet the members of the 

opposing team with a handshake, tell them your name, and wish them “Good Curling”.  

Respect the ice. Change your shoes. Sand, grit and dirt are the ice’s worst enemy. The 
shoes you wear should only be used for curling. Keep them clean.  Please keep hands, 

knees and legs off the ice.  

Respect your opponent. Compliment good shots, no matter which team makes them.  

Never comment on poor shots or misfortunate outcomes. 

Be ready. Take your position in the hack as soon as your opponent has delivered his/her 
stone. Keep the game moving; delays detract from the sport. Be prepared to sweep as 

soon as your teammate releases the rock.  

After delivering your stone, move to the side of the sheet between the hog lines, 

unless you are the skip. Leads and seconds should not be in house or rings, except when 
sweeping or to remove the stones after the count has been determined by the vices.  

Be courteous. Don’t distract your opponent in the hack. Sweepers should stay on the 

sidelines between the hog lines when not sweeping 

Keep the pace of the game moving.  The pace allowed is 15 minutes per end.  Skips 

and vices typically call the strategy.  It’s “Rock Science”, not rocket science.  

Finish with a handshake. When the game is over, offer each of the players a hearty 
handshake and move off the ice.  The winning team sweeps the ice for the following draw. 


